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CARING FOR OUR 
BAYS SINCE 1991

Report dolphin and 
whale sightings to  

dolphinresearch.org.au  
1300 130 949

All sightings add to our 
database of the habitats 

and movements of 
dolphins and whales.

DRI’s RESEARCH WELL RECEIVED AT 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Minimum Approach Rules: Boats: 100m for dolphins, 200m for whales       
Jet-skis: 300m for dolphins & whales   Swimmers: 50m whales, 30m dolphins
Go to the ‘Report Sightings’ page on DRI’s website for more information  

The biennial Society of Marine 
Mammalogy conference is a highlight 
for any marine mammal researcher.

DRI presented two posters at the recent 
conference in Halifax, Canada.  One 
documented the atypical residency of 
common dolphins in Port Phillip, and 
the other introduced DRI’s SkinMap to 
the scientific community. 

This is a digital tool aimed to record 
changes in the presence of skin lesions 
in dolphins. (See above). 

Our Research Director, Sue Mason, was 
very pleased with the response our 
posters received.   

This international conference, with over  
1600 attendees, allowed DRI to ‘bench-
mark’ our research practices, follow up 
on new ideas and methods, and ‘keep 
in the loop’ with our contemporaries.  It 
is critical that we continue to test and 
prove our science; thank you to our 
supporters for enabling DRI to do this.

SKINMAP - TO MONITOR DOLPHIN HEALTH  
Like us, dolphins can get rashes and 
sores on their skin. Some are small 
injuries that get infected, others are 
the sign of viral or other infections (like 
when we get measles or cold sores).  

It’s possible that the extent, type and 
rate of healing is linked to the health of 
dolphins and their environment.  

Nearly four years ago, DRI began to 
investigate this further, by looking at 
the skin health in over 50,000 photos of 
our dolphins going back to 1991.  

However, we couldn’t get acceptable 
results using the techniques that other 
researchers had used in the literature. 
These mostly used measures like we 
use to describe cloud cover (“1 out of 8” 
or “4 out 8”, or “moderate”).  We were 
exploring new ground and needed a 
better tool.    

We consulted a colleague who runs the 
Australian and New Zealand CRC for 
Spatial Information, as they do this sort 
of image analysis but on a much larger 
scale – from space!  This took us to a 
team in Western Australia, then back to 
Melbourne to a company called SeaGis.  

Soon after this SkinMap was born, or 
at least “conceived”.  It took another two 
years before we had a reliable tool. 

The upper image shows a screen-shot of 
SkinMap in action, with the sampling 
grid and menus.  The other images show 
how SkinMap can track the change 
in lesions over 4 months, in this case 
showing substantial healing. 

SkinMap was presented to the recent 
conference in Canada and sparked great 
interest. 

The next step is to apply the tool to 
our 25+ years of photos to understand 
more about the health of our dolphins. 
Thank you to the Australian federal 
government for funding the development 
of SkinMap. 

Over this summer DRI is focusing on 
the effects of water craft on dolphins 
in Port Phillip (to assist DELWP); and 

as always, our on-going  dolphin 
sighting program. 

Please send your sightings to 
dolphinresearch.org.au/sightings or 

phone 59 79 7100.



SNAPSHOT OF DRI IN 2017

2017 WALK FOR WESTERN PORT         
SUNDAY 22 OCTOBER
The Walk for Western Port is a celebration of 
DRI’s commitment to looking beyond our own 
back yard.  What began as a small community 
festival is now including other groups that are 
seeking to cause sustainable change, whilst 
having fun! Thank you to Boomerang Bags, 
Hooded Plover, Willum Warrain for joining 
us this year; and our stalwarts, Josie Jones, 
Faerie Emma, Faber-Castell and our Totally 
Wilde Magician, Lachlan.
Our ‘i sea, i care’ Ambassadors are a valuable 
part of each Walk for Western Port.

INCOME 2017 EXPENDITURE 2017

Research
31%

Govt Grant
21%

Other
14%

Education
35%

Leadership 6%

Communication 11%

Fundraising 10%

Governance 7%Education
29%

Fundraising
36%

•	 Development of digital tool, SkinMap, to 
monitor skin health of dolphins

•	 Three Citizen Science Programs
•	 Assistance with marine mammal incidents
•	 Peer-reviewed publication confirming 

residency of Port Phillip common dolphins
•	 Three presentations to international marine 

mammal conferences 
•	 54th humpback whale added to Victorian 

catalogue, suggesting a previously unknown 
migration path through Victorian waters  

•	 8000 - children and adults participated in 
education programs

•	 Attended 20 community events with over 
40,000 audience

•	 Teacher mentoring and intern placement
•	 Australian curriculum alignment
•	 New programs in Western Port
•	 DRI staff trained as facilitator of ‘Primary 

Connections’ program

EDUCATIONRESEARCH

•	 Annual Walk for Western Port
•	 Dolphin harassment research and advice to 

government
•	 Research and advice on dolphin regulations 

understanding
•	 Participation in State of Bays Reporting and 

Regional Coastal Plan 
•	 Independent benchmarking of ‘i sea, i care’  

Ambassador Program
•	 Accreditation in Social Impact Assessment to 

ensure our programs are making a difference 

LEADERSHIP

Thanks to our supporters and dedicated team in 
2017.  Without you, nothing would be possible. 
DRI doesn’t exist to “run an organisation”.  We 
exist to have impacts through empowering 
the community and by providing evidence 
to support decision making.  This is why it’s 
important to show that 83% of expenditure is 
spent on our core programs.  
We hope you feel proud about the long-term 
impacts you are helping us to achieve. 



Hunter from Rangebank Primary School summed 
up the ‘i sea, i care’ program in just those four words, 
‘this is so cool’.  He and fellow students from 12 
schools in the Casey region were beginning their 12 
month voyage as Ambassadors.
How true his words are! Stretching around Port 
Phillip and beyond, the ‘i sea, i care’ program reaches 
primary students in more than 100 schools. 
Our Ambassadors see pollution traps, visit 
catchment areas, do weeding and re-vegetation 
planting, learn about the Indigenous culture of 
their area, and have a go at citizen science (spotting 
dolphins with binoculars and recording the data). 
More than this, the Ambassadors realise how all of 
this is connected; and how they are connected to 
their school community.  Learning skills through 
their peer-teaching workshops, including self 
confidence, Ambassadors are amazing in spreading 

Casey Ambassadors  aboard the ‘Kasey Lee’

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION - REPORT DOLPHIN SIGHTINGS

the message that our living marine treasures are too 
precious to lose.
DRI was thrilled to see so many of our Ambassador 
schools celebrating this year the World Oceans 
Day and World Environment Day.  It looked like 
the Ambassadors had lots of fun. And – you are 
spreading the message.  The little ripples you make 
in your school and in other groups, and the people 
you talk to, spread and spread ...
Well done to the more than 450 Ambassadors this 
year, you make a great difference.  And well done 
to your school’s involvement, and the commitment 
of your Ambassador Coordinator.  DRI also thanks 
the seven councils involved for backing the program 
and spreading the message.  You may not always be 
acknowledged, but you are always valued.

“THIS IS SO COOL!!”THE  ‘i sea, i care’  AMBASSADOR PROGRAM 

Peer teaching, Melbourne Region

World Oceans Day, Kingston Region

World Environment Day, Kingston Region

“But why, they’re always here!”  We often hear this said. 
How do we know if it is true – without you and your sightings?  If no-one reports 
sightings of dolphins in their area – are the dolphins increasing or decreasing in 
numbers or presence.
Anecdotal reports, although of some value, do not give a genuine, verifiable record of 
the dolphins in our bays. Reporting the sightings of dolphins you see is a wonderful 
way to support DRI.  It is adding to our database of the dolphin population in the 
bays, and it’s easy!  There is no need to be ‘super specific’; general areas are fine. For 
example, sightings sent in of dolphins off Olivers Hill, Frankston (number and they were 
swimming towards Melbourne) are as valued as the kayaker who reported recently to 
DRI about the four dolphins cruising along Merricks beach.
By reporting your dolphin sightings, you are helping to ensure their future.  You are not 
endangering them; we need you and your knowledge to help care for dolphins. 
Each dolphin sighting is recorded in our Community Dolphin Watch database; no-one’s 
details are ever released publicly, nor passed on to a third party.  With that in mind, 
Happy New Year, and happy dolphin spotting. 
    
           (Remember; let dolphins come to you - see our front page for approach distances).

Coastal workshop, Geelong Region



Bay Fish N Trips
Bullfrog’s Bali
Catholic Education Melbourne
City of Casey
City of Greater Dandenong
City of Kingston 
DELWP
Department of the Environment 
Dolphin Products

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
Eastern District Computer Services
Esso & BHP
Good Company
Kiss Printers 
Ian Potter Foundation
Martha Cove
Midland Insurance Brokers
Moonraker Charters
Mornington Peninsula News Group

Mornington Peninsula Shire
Mornington Sea Glass
Office of Catholic Education
Ritchies Supermarkets
Trigger Bros.
Western Port Marina
Westernport Holden
White Cleland Solicitors

OUR PEOPLE ARE OUR FOUNDATION 

dolphinresearch.org.au  

03 5979 7100

SUE MASON, RESEARCH DIRECTOR

We respect your privacy and 
never release your details. 

REPORT SIGHTINGS 
OF WHALES & 

DOLPHINS

Join our team of 
citizen scientists

The Dolphin Research Institute relies on contributions from donors like you. Your 
support is a tangible way to help care for our dolphins and bays. 

Coming all the way from a small 
high school in the Latrobe Valley 
to presenting at international 
conferences, speaks volumes for 
the tenacity and dedication of DRI’s 
Research Director, Sue Mason, B. Ed, 
B. Sci (Honours), PhD. Well done, 
Sue. It’s been a battle, and thanks 
to our supporters who helped Sue 
achieve her dream – her knowledge, 
passion and experience help make 
DRI what it is.
 For many years Sue taught in the 
public and private school systems, 
and was happy – but still felt 
she could do more. During this 
time, Sue and her husband John 
spent their Christmas breaks on a 
University of Hawaii research project 
investigating the humpback whales 
off the island of Maui. From this, 
Sue became involved in the Oceania 
project that researched humpback 
whales in Hervey Bay. Sue enjoyed 
introducing many secondary 
students to whale research; indeed, 
she took several students from 

her school with her each year and 
involved them in the project.  Her 
passion for teaching beyond the 
school system was growing.
And, she had heard the ‘siren’ call 
of whales. She returned to Monash 
University as a mature-aged 
student to complete her Bachelor of 
Science with a major in marine and 
freshwater ecology. Sue completed 
her Honours project in conjunction 
with DRI and was employed as DRI’s 
Research Officer (part time) on 
completion. 

Sue juggled teaching and research 
at DRI for several years. This was 
a struggle; eventually Sue’s desire 
to give more to education and 
the marine environment led her 

to completing her PhD at Curtin 
University, Western Australia. Her 
thesis focused on the short-beak 
common dolphins that are resident 
in Port Phillip, and made practical 
suggestions for their management 
in to the future. Again, doing a 
‘distance degree’ was hard going, 
but Sue toughed it out.
Now, as DRI’s Research Director, Dr 
Sue is monitoring the health of our 
resident dolphins, both common 
and bottlenose dolphins, using 
non-invasive means, including 
photo-identification. She is 
also developing the innovative 
SkinMap project, conducting our 
citizen science programs and a 
million other things; and she’s still 
smiling.

Thank you to everyone who made our last auction for 2017 such a success. 
To all the wonderful businesses that donated goods and the bidders who 

picked up some great bargains, we really appreciate your support!

 Look out for our new on-line Shop! Easy, quick, environmentally- friendly,       
dolphinresearch.org.au   or 03 5979 7100


